seminar #3 / program 2-3 November 2011

No fixes, pal!
On Nature, science and Technology

Starting NOW. It’s in the air!
2112 ...

Dear visionary,
The seminars in the project “In100years” cover different themes and issues,
and they all have great participants. None of you, we believe, will settle for
good, but go for great. Reworking the concepts of sustainability and growth
is a complex task, and the seminar themes and participants are progressively adding to and expanding the resulting sum of knowledge – and quesfuture mind tours, Büro Reisende
Future Mind Tours travels within the human body
and mind in order to dive into the conscious and
subconscious. Through generations our special
technique has been explored and evolved and we
are now the proud owners of a Subtrønic Model
645©. This allows us to investigate your inner human landscape on the most comfortable journey
and almost without any complications. However,
sometimes our presence might manifest as disturbances*. The most sublime outcome of this journey
is a mind shift in the specific Reisende potentially
resulting in a shift in paradigms in the external social
landscape.
*Subject-reports state following symptoms:
Overwhelming inspirations, headaches, moments of spontaneous enlightenment, symbolically loaded dreams, hallucinatory
shivers, stutters, butterflies in the stomach, incredible teamwork, memory loss, fever, diarrhea and inexplicable rashes. If
you experience symptoms that are not listed here please report
back to Future Mind Tours, Büro Reisende.

tions, too. At the same time the series of seminars is designed with the aim
of progressively narrowing the infinite space of futures, to articulate a few
scenarios that represent distinctly different possible and preferred futures.
Visions which can form a basis for present planning and action. A so called
backcasting process.
	Unavoidably, given the project’s time frame of 100 years, there are still
many open questions after the first two seminars. We have moved from a
highly abstract high-level discussion of ideas and approaches at seminar 1
through considering barriers and opportunities for practical models for business and policy at seminar 2. At seminar 3, we are going to focus on actions
and initiatives that are already being taken – with the future in mind. These
are the seeds that the future will grow from, and they come in many forms
as does the future. It all depends on the mindsets of people, organizations,
institutions and countries. Basically of you and we.
We will be looking for the future in the present at this third seminar. Especially as it is embedded in technology, science and nature, a dynamic ecosystem of scientists, practicians and technological paths, often competing.
The thesis underlying the project is that we cannot go on, and we cannot go
back. We face the challenge of transforming our system in order to sustain
human development and the earth’s resources, and that is a great challenge.
But one common thread to the views and discussions at the previous seminars has been that we are well aware of this – at least we know enough to
act. At seminar 3 we will look at such actions in the form of present developments with sustainable growth/development as striking point. These are the
seeds of the future, the acorns on the ground.
Yours sincerely,
House of Futures
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assessment to velux
foundation
Support a center of
sustainability and
environment in Denmark?

members of the core group are:

Steen Hildebrandt, Ph.D, Professor,
Institute of Leadership, Aarhus University.
Carsten Rahbek, Professor at Biological Institute, Ecology and Evolution,
Director of Center for Macroecology,
University of Copenhagen.
Claus Stig Pedersen, Senior Director, Head of Sustainability Development,
Novozymes, and Adjunct Professor at
Aalborg University.
Ole Fogh Kirkeby, Professor at Institute for Management, Politics and Philosophy, Copenhagen Business School.

Thomas Færgeman, Director of the
independent green think tank CONCITO.
Karen Blincoe, Founder and Leader of
The International Centre for Creativity,
Innovation and Sustainability (ICIS) and
Chairman of Danish Designers.
Peder Andersen, Head of the Environmental and Natural Resource Economy
Research Group, Institute of Food and
Resource Economics, University of
Copenhagen.
Camilla Bjerre, Graduate student,
Center for Forest and Landscape,
Faculty of Life Sciences, University of
Copenhagen.
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	At seminar 2 the scenarios were
presented verbally and as sensed
futures giving the participants the
opportunity to reflect and discuss the
two different scenarios. Giving the two
fundamentally different ways to sustainability many participants pointed at
combinations of two to be the preferred
way. At seminar 3 we will qualify the

Read more at www.in100y.dk

Geologists, biologists and climate
scientists are telling us that Earth’s
metabolism is changing significantly,
and that human activities are the
main driving force behind this. We
realize that when we put our minds
to it, we can develop technologies,
organizations, political institutions
and business models that allow
us to prosper in ways that do not
jeopardize the planet. Collectively,
we are approaching a state of global
stewardship in which we manage
our planet rationally, like any sensible landowner would his property.

FROM THE PERFORMANCE INSTALLATION “SENSED
FUTURES” AT SEMINAR 2.

#2: the power of nature

We are part of the world – we are
ONE. The global family share a
common biology and collective
consciousness, and we know we
are rooted in nature. On a deeper
level, these are sources of meaning
that we all tap into, regardless of nationality or culture. Some stress our
common DNA, the laws of nature,
evolution and our dependence on
Earth’s ecosystems. Some draw
on religious imagery of an almighty
Creator. And some rely on ancient
wisdom and myths, emphasizing
commonality and civility among
humans. Mankind is maturing and
tends to become an integrated organic part of the world’s ecosystem.

PHOTO: Sille Arendt

The overall conclusions from seminar

PHOTO: Sille Arendt

#1: Man-made world

FROM THE PERFORMANCE INSTALLATION “SENSED
FUTURES” AT SEMINAR 2.

seminar #3 / program 2-3 november 2011

no fixes, pal!
on nature, science and technology

(see map in this program to find it). Walk and talk, sense and smell, get lost and
found. Don’t forget to report back, pal! And do pass the audit to get lunch on your
way, please.
12:00-12:45 Standing lunch in front of the audit.

2 november, 8:30-17:00. Skovskolen, Skov & Landskab, University of Copenhagen, Nødebovej 77A, 3480 Fredensborg (parking in front).

third session: natural science in the long run

08:00 	Check in and light breakfast.

13:00

09:00 	Intro by Steen Svendsen and Gitte Larsen, House of Futures.

Carsten Rahbek is professor at Department of Biology, Copenhagen University and
director of Centre for Macroecology (CME). His main personal research interests are
patterns of species distribution, species range sizes, species assemblages, species
richness and what determines such patterns. His recent research focus has been
on the issue of climate change and biodiversity, and he does not think that the main
problem for the Danish and European species is climate change. Allready there is
hardly any space left, where nature exists on its own terms. Climate change “just”
amplify the negative effects that we humans have imposed on the habitats. And for
99% of the world´s species we do not know how they will be affected by rising temperatures. Carsten is also a member of the Core Group of the project In100years.

first session: building sustainable societies
09:20

Vaughan Lindsay (UK): dartington – a social experiment

Vaughan Lindsay is CEO of Dartington Hall Trust, which focuses on three areas: Art,
Sustainability and Social Justice. Vaughan Lindsay thinks he is privilledged to be part
of an organisation whose purpose is to experiment. “These are big issues that we got
to address as a society, and we believe we have something to offer to those areas”, he
says in the Dartington video at YouTube. Dartington are a social enterprise and works
closely with Totnes, the role model of more than 300 Transitions Towns world wide.
Vaughan Lindsay will talk about his visions for Dartington now and in the long run.
09:40

Søren hermansen (DK): how to get the green energy going

Søren Hermansen is Director at Samsoe Energy Academy. It took 10 years to get the
island where it is today producing 140% wind energy and thereby exporting renewable energy to the mainland. Samsoe has amassed a great deal of practical experiences with the implementation of a broad variety of local renewable energy projects,
from wind turbines to CO2 neutral district heating plants, rapeseed oil tractors and
solar energy panels. Søren is awarded for his remarkable doings internationally. Listen to his passionate story about how he and a few others made it happen, and what
the Energy Academy will do next.
Short break followed by debate starting with comments by panelist Niels Johan JuhlNielsen, Omstilling Danmark, which is part of the Transition Towns Movement, and
by panelist Anne Grethe Holmsgaard, Chairman Gate21 and former member of the
Danish Parliament.

13:10

11:00 	Introduction to Acorn Falls by House of Futures.
11:15

f uture mind tours: Acorn Falls, it’s in the air!

Experience the mysterious city of Acorn Falls inhabited by Future Mind Tours. Start
by getting a map that will make the invisible visible at The Tresholds of Acorn Falls

katherine richardson (DK): the planet we call “home”

Katherine Richardson is Professor in biological oceanography at the Faculty of Natural Science at University of Copenhagen and is convinced that natural science must
contribute to sustainable solutions. This conviction is, in part, based on Katherine’s
experiences as head of the Danish Climate Commission, where natural science and
economic disciplines were brought together to identify how Denmark can build a
sustainable energy future. Katherine was also part of the scientific support team for
the 3rd. Nobel Laureate Sustainability Symposium in May 2011 where it was argued
that it is our new natural science knowledge of the Earth System and how humans
impact it that gives us the power (and the responsibility) to change our relationship
with the planet and its resources. Katherine will share her views of how this relationship between man and nature will need to transform in order for us to have a home in
100 years.
This session is followed by a few questions from the participants and pairwise conversations about the relationship between man and nature towards 2112.
14:00

second session: it’s in the air!

carsten rahbek, video (DK): biology towards 2112

Coffee/tea, cake and fruit.

final session: technological and political pathways
14:15	wes jackson, video (us): the roots that will save civilisation
Wes Jackson is Founder of the Land Institute in Kansas, and according to him we
need to listen more carefully to how nature works. If you do that, you are able to
discover the roots that will save civilisation. Watch more on in100y.dk.

14:25

martin fluri (DK): design philosophy of the 21st century

Martin Fluri is Director of Cradle to Cradle Denmark. Since 2008 he and his partner
Søren Lyngsgaard have been hooked on spreading the C2C design of productions
methods. C2C started out as an environmental design philosophy – and it is continuing
developing as such – and today it is also becoming an attractive business model for
foresighted companies. Learn about two of their current development projects: C2C
passports for Maersk’s new Triple-E ships and their containers and a C2C building
manual for the Danish building industry supported by Real Dania.
Comments on how technology can help us create a sustainable society by panelist Lilli
Sander Jensen, Cluster Biofuels Denmark, and part of the team developing Kalundborg
Industrial Symbiosis, and panelist Claus Stig Pedersen, Head of Sustainability Development, Novozymes.
15:15

martin lidegaard (DK): political visions – starting now

Martin Lidegaard is the Danish Minister for Climate, Energy and Buildings. He will talk
about his visions for a green future – including the 100 years’ perspective – and about
the role of politics in creating sustainable societies. Martin Lidegaard was chairman of
the green think tank Concito and member of the Core Group of the project In100years
before appointed Minister by the recently elected new government.

3 november, 8:30-16:00. Skovskolen
07:30 	Breakfast for sleep-overs at “Gæstekantinen” (guest canteen)
08:30 	Coffee and light breakfast at the audit
09:00 	Introduction to the day by House of Futures.
09:15	Cindy Frewen Wuellner (US): imagining urban futures
		Cindy F. Wuellner is an architecht and futurist. She is working with
		
images, archetypal myths and alternative futures of cities.
09:30
karen blincoe (DK): Sustainable cities – 3 examples
		Karen Blincoe is founder and leader of The International Centre for 		
		Creativity, Innovation and Sustainability, Chairman of Danish Designers
		
and member of the Core Group of the project “In100years”.
09:50
Questions and comments.
10:00

Starting now – two parallel working sessions: At the morning working session we will discus the urgent questions and possible mindshift
that we need to consider and address now. We will work from two
perspectives: Sustainability on the premises of man (“Urban Minds &
Landscapes”) versus on the premises of nature (“Mind of nature”).

16:00

Outtro by Steen Svendsen and Gitte Larsen, House of Futures.

		

-17:00

Visit Acorn Falls and/or have a glas of wine/beer outside the audit.

		

1. Urban Minds & Landscapes

2. Mind of Nature

		

Chair: Cindy F. Wuellner (US)

Chair: To be announced

evening program

11:30 	Working groups meet in plenum debate led by Steen Svendsen.

for speakers and participants 3 november only
18:30

Dinner at “Gæstekantinen” at Skovskolen

21:30

“The Hourglass Inn” is open, and there is still something in the air!

12:15 	Lunch and coffee in the “Kåte”. Walk through Acorn Falls, sit down
and have lunch and coffee/tea. Steen Svendsen and Søren Steen Olsen
will present the draft scenarios for 2112 before you will discus them in
pairs on your way back to the audit.
14:00 	

Scenarios towards 2112. Plenum session lead by Steen Svendsen
and Søren Steen Olsen, House of Futures. Key questions: What are
the preferred future scenarios for sustainable societies? What are the
fundamental and the winning agendas in the transition?

15:30 C losing ritual in the city of Acorn Falls by Future Mind Tours,
16:00 Time to say goodbye ...

Watch the videos from seminar 2 (day 1 and day 2)
at www.in100y.dk/videos/video-seminar-2/

it’s in the air! welcome to acorn falls
We invite you to Acorn Falls where there’s always something in
the air, and the old oak tree stands firm as the spine of our daily
lives. These days there are blowing some strange winds, and
questions are being asked in the corners of this mysterious city,
like ”what is the final blow that makes an acorn fall?”, ”where
does it land?” and ”who picks up the acorn?”.
Future Mind Tours have travelled together with you, the reisende of In100Y, into the significant event which takes place in
photo: Maja Augusta Gjelstrup Dyreborg

Acorn Falls, starting now! We are visitors from 2112 and we are
here to let you know that there are different pathways to the future. Because as we say in Acorn Falls: “The future’s in an acorn”
Acorn falls is a tailor-made performance installation of in100y by fiction pimps/
house of futures manifested through “future mind tours”. house of futures are
combining future studies methods with perfomance strategies in order to create
significant seminar events. read more at in100y.dk

acorn falls 2-3 november 2011
This map signifies the physical area on
which the significant event will take place.
There is more to the map than meets the
eye. Remember there is something in the air

house 45, 46 and 47

in Acorn Falls.

Sleep-overs

	At The Threshold of Acorn Falls (one
of the marked locations), you will go and
receive the key to open the map and make
the invisible visible. If you are a sleep-over
inhabitant you’ll also collect the key to your
room at this particular striking point (which
can be done between 8:00-9:00am 2 November).
guest
canteen

audit

The Threshold of
Acorn Falls
Check in to the
third seminar of In100y

participants 2-3 november 2011

no fixes, pal!
copenhagen seminar #3, Skovskolen, University of Copenhagen.

copenhagen seminars 2011-12:
#1, 8-9 june 2011, borups højskole

mind the long run, baby!
#2, 21-22 september 2011, life, University of Copenhagen

Doing good, thanks!

#4: 18-19 january 2012, place to be announced

it’s our future, love!
For seminar programs visit www.in100y.dk

participants 2 november:

Andrew Todd, MA in Architecture and English Literature, founder of Studio Andrew 		
	Todd (F)
Anna Lise Mortensen Grandjean, Head of secretariat Danish Council for Sustainable 		
	Development
Anne Louise Carstens, Global Platform Facilitator, Mellemfolkeligt Samvirke/ActionAid
	Denmark
Anne Grethe Holmsgaard, Chairman of Gate21
Aske Tybirk Kvist, Intern at CONCITO
Astrid Kann-Rasmussen, member of the board, VKR Foundation/USA
Camilla Bjerre, Graduate student, University of Copenhagen (member of CG*)
Cecilie Bach Johansen: Vice Chairman, Aarhus Sustainability Network
Christian Ege, Director, The Ecological Council
Christian Poll, Environment and blogger about green lifestyle, Danmarks
	Naturfredningsforening
Cindy Frewen Wuellner, Futurist and Architecht (US)
Claus Homann, Head of department, Operations and Maintenance, Aarhus Vand A/S
Claus Stig Pedersen, Senior Director, Head of Sustainability Development, Novozymes
(member of CG*)
Eli Dollerup Nielsen, Assistant Manager, Biosa Danmark ApS
Erik Hagelskjær Lauridsen, Senior Researcher, DTU Management Engineering
	Department of Management Engineering, Innovation and Sustainability, 			
	Technical University of Denmark
Erik Nielsen, Executive Director, Biosa Danmark ApS
Erling Halfdan Stenby, Head of Department, DTU Chemistry, Technical University of 		
	Denmark
Finn Arler, Department of Planning, Division of Technology, Environment and Society
	Aalborg University
Hans Kann Rasmussen, Chairman VELUX FOUNDATION
Hans Peter Jensen, member of the board VELUX FOUNDATION
Helene Bjerre Jordans, Head of Environment Programme, VELUX Foundations
Jacob Fuglsang Mikkelsen, Artist & Creative Director, CO2 E - Race/The Danish
	Cultural Institute
Jacob A. Sterling, Head of Climate and Environment, Maersk Line, A.P. Moller-Maersk
Kathrine Richardson, Professor in Biological Oceanography and Vice Dean for Public
	Outreach, Faculty of Science, University of Copenhagen
Karen Blincoe, Founder and Leader of The International Centre for Creativity,
	Innovation and Sustainability and Chairman of Danish Designers (member of CG*)
Kenneth Olwig, Professor, Department of Landscape Architecture, Planning and Heritage, Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (DK/SE)
Kjeld Juel Petersen, CEO, VELUX Foundations
Klavs Birkholm, editor-at-large
Kurt Emil Eriksen, Active House, VKR Holding A/S
Lea Schick, Ph.D. Fellow, IT University of Copenhagen
Lars E. Kann-Rasmussen, Chairman VILLUM FOUNDATION
Laura Tolnov Clausen, Department of Enviroment, Social and Spatial Change, Roskilde
	University
Lilli Sander Jensen, Phd, Cluster Biofuels Denmark
Laura Watts, Assistant Professor, International Network for Social Studies of Marine 		
	Energy (ISSMER), IT University of Copenhagen

Martin Fluri, Director Cradle to Cradle Denmark
Martin Manthorpe, Director of Strategy and business development, NCC
Martin Spang Olsen, MA and polyhistor
Michael Wolffhechel, Project Manager, CO2 E - Race/The Danish Cultural
	Institute
Michael Minter, Head of Communication and Project Manager, Concito
Michael Zwicky Hauschild, Professor, section manager, DTU Management Engi
neering Department of Management Engineering, Technical University of
	Denmark
Mona Jensen, Project assistant, The Danish Board of Technology, and Member
of Illutron
Niels Elers Koch, Professor and Director of Forest and Landscape, LIFE,
	University of Copenhagen
Niels Johan Juhl-Nielsen, Omstilling Danmark
Peder Andersen, Ph.D., Professor and Head of the Environmental and Natural
	Resource Economics Group, University of Copenhagen (member of CG*)
Pernille Kallehave, Head of Development, Interdisciplinary Centre for Organizational Architecture (ICOA), Consultant to the dean (Sustainability), Business
and Social Sciences, Aarhus University
Peder Agger, Prof.Em. biology, former head of Danish Council of Ethics, Chairman of Planning Committee in The Danish Society for Nature Conservation
Pouline Middleton, Blogger, Zebra Productions
Rasmus Ejrnæs, Ph.D. in Biology, Section leader for Biodiversity & Conservation,
	Aarhus University
Rikke Dalsgaard, consultant, Dalsgaard A/S
Susanne Bøg, Brand strategy, VELUX A/S
Søren Hermansen, Leader of Samsoe Energy Academy
Søren Lyngsgaard, Director and business developer, Cradle to Cradle Denmark
Søren Mark Jensen, Project Manager, Nature Agency, Ministry of Environment
Søren Winther Lundby, Chief Executive Officer, GlobalCitizen
Thomas Færgeman, Director of the in dependent green think tank CONCITO
(member of CG*)
Tove Enggrob Boon, Senior Researcher, Forest & Landscape, LIFE, University of
	Copenhagen
Ulf Boman, Futurist, Kairos Future (S)
Wendy Schultz, Futurist, Infinite Futures (UK)
From House of Futures: Madeleine Kate McGowan, Gry Worre Hallberg and Inga
Gerner Nielsen (Future Mind Tours), Flemming Wisler (communication and PR),
Stine Skøtt Olesen (documentation), Søren Steen Olsen (futurist), Steen Svendsen (futurist) and Gitte Larsen (futurist).
Future Mind Tours assistents: Line Loklindt (performance artist), Louise Yaa Aisin
(performance artist), Iwona Reimus (performance artist) og Sarah Volante (performance artist). Dokumentation: Majken Midtgaard

* CG = Core group. For information about CG see page 5.
For updated lists of participants visit www.in100y.dk and download the program.

Participants 3 november:
The art of getting on / Develop and outline scenarios for sustainable societies in the
long run from different scientific, professional and personal perspectives.

Working session: Urban Minds & Landscapes
Andrew Todd, MA in Architecture and English Literature, founder of Studio
	Andrew Todd (F)
Cindy Frewen Wuellner, Futurist and Architecht (US) (chair)
Dominic Balmforth, Director, Susturb ApS
Erik Hagelskjær Lauridsen, Senior Researcher, DTU Management Engineering
	Department of Management Engineering, Innovation and Sustainability, 		
	Technical University of Denmark
Lilli Sander Jensen, Ph.D., Cluster Biofuels Denmark
Martin Manthorpe, Director of Strategy and business development, NCC
Martin Fluri, Director Cradle to Cradle Denmark
Mona Jensen, Project assistant, The Danish Board of Technology, and Member
of Illutron
Ole Fogh Kirkeby, Professor, Dr.phil., Department of Management, Politics and
	Philosophy, Copenhagen Business School (member of CG*)
Klavs Birkhom, editor-at-large
Hans Kann Rasmussen, Chairman VELUX FOUNDATION
René Karottki, Sustainable Development Partners
Thomas Færgeman, Director Concito
Ulf Boman, Futurist, Kairos Future (S)
Working session: Mind of Nature
Astrid Kann-Rasmussen, member of the board, VKR Foundation/USA
Camilla Bjerre, Graduate student, University of Copenhagen (member of CG*)
Christian Ege, Director, The Ecological Council
Erling Halfdan Stenby, Head of Department, DTU Chemistry, Technical University
of Denmark
Helene Bjerre Jordans, Head of Environment Programme, VELUX Foundations
Kathrine Richardson, Professor in Biological Oceanography and Vice Dean for
	Public Outreach, Faculty of Science, University of Copenhagen
Karen Blincoe, Founder and Leader of The International Centre for Creativity,
	Innovation and Sustainability and Chairman of Danish Designers (member of
	CG*)
Michael Minter, Head of Communication and Project Manager, Concito
Niels Johan Juhl-Nielsen, Omstilling Danmark
Peder Agger, Prof.Em. biology, former head of Danish Council of Ethics, Chairman of Planning Committee in The Danish Society for Nature Conservation
Rasmus Ejrnæs, Ph.D. in Biology, Section leader for Biodiversity & Conservation, Aarhus University
Søren Hermansen, Leader of Samsoe Energy Academy
Søren Mark Jensen, Project Manager, Nature Agency, Ministry of Environment
Wendy Schultz, Futurist, Infinite Futures (UK)
For updated lists of participants visit www.in100y.dk and download the program.

“in100years”
is supported by
the velux foundation

CONTACT:

Steen Svendsen, futurist, policy developer
and project manager In100Y

a special thanks to:
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Martin Lidegaard. Martin was

Core Group

member of the Core Group of

steen@houseoffutures.dk, +45 2360 2646

In100years until this
October he became the Danish

Gitte Larsen, futurist, director and project

Minister of Climate, Energy

manager In100Y

and Buildings. He is former

Keywords: Seminar programs, collaborators

Chairman of the green inde-

and website

pendent think tank Concito.

gitte@houseoffutures.dk, +45 2021 1147

Thomas Færgeman, Director
Concito is now member of the

Flemming Wisler, communication expert

Core Group. In100Y/House of

Keywords: Press, communication and network

Futures welcomes you both!

flemming@houseoffutures.dk, +45 2835 0541
Madeleine Kate McGowan, scholar
and performance artist
Keywords: Future Mind Tours, Büro Reisende
madeleinekate@houseoffutures.dk,
+45 5122 8947
House of Futures is a non-profit association
working to co-create sustainable and joyful futures of business, politics and leadership. Our
vision is “Living the future now!” Read more at
www.houseoffutures.dk

